
Ch 24: Sin and Mankind

Lesson 1 

Goal: Learn that as a result of Original Sin, 
man suffers from concupiscence, which is an 
inclination to sin. 

Understand that the Ten Commandments are 
binding for all men. 

pg 123



If Jesus brought us the "Good News" what 
is the "Bad News"?

Original Sin

Concupiscence 



"What I do, I do not 
understand. For I do not do 
what I want, but I do what I 
hate. Now if I do what I do not 
want, I concur that the law is 
good. So now it is no longer I 
who do it, but sin that dwells in 
me."

Romans 7:15-17

This bothered St. Paul!



24 - Sin and 
Mankind

Temptation in the Garden:
1)
2)
3)

What did we lose?

What did we think we would gain?

Pride = "You will be like gods"
Doubt = "you will not die" 
Pleasure = good for food. 

Sanctifying grace
immortality; infused knowledge; integrity; impassibility 

1) know 2) like gods 3) food



Prepare answers to WBK pgs. 
93-94 (incorporate Q in A)

Read pgs. 123-124

Outline the three types of 
temptation and give examples of 
"occasions of sin" in notes
We are tempted by:

1)

2)

3)

World: Person or created things that lead 
us away from Jesus 

 

- wealth 

Flesh: our own inner urges (lack of 
internal harmony; control over our 
passions = integrity). 

Devil: the forces of evil 

(you will strike at his heel) 

A path for temptation, people, places, 
things that might leads us to sin. 

- power 

Occasions of Sin:

- disordered pleasure
- honor 



Prepare answers to WBK, pg. 95

Read pgs. 124-125

Outline the two types of sin; two 
types of actual sin; three criteria 
for mortal sin; three elements of a 
moral act

Sin

Venial Sin
(less serious) 

Mortal Sin
(Kill the life of grace in us) 

1

2

3

Original Sin 
(Inherited from A&E)
(Washed away 
at Baptism)

Actual Sin  

(we commit)

Grave Matter: have we broken 
a commandment?heavy

weighty

Full knowledge: We know it is 
wrong & how serious it is. 
(culpable vs ignorance)

Free consent: we freely 
choose to do it anyway.  



Morally Good Act:
1. Good Object: what the act is    
giving alms
murder

2. Good Intention: why the act is 
done

giving alms out of love for the poor
giving alms to save money on taxes

3. Good Circumstances: other 
situations surrounding the act that 
affect its morality or seriousness

Giving to the poor at Fish Pantry = 
stealing from a store to give to the poor = 
stealing from a Church = Worse

GOOD

BAD

GOOD

BAD

BAD

BAD

GOOD



Study for test

To learn & make good 
grades

During Mass





Get out HW to check (WBK 95)

Prepare answers to WBK 96

What is a conscience? 

- The act of our intellect by which we 
judge right from wrong in particular 
circumstances and determine if 
something is good or evil; 

Conscience, "with knowledge", is a 
judgment of reason, not a feeling or 
premonition, so we must properly 
form our conscience and study 
morality.

Please do your homework.

No 
homework!



Read pg. 125 
"The Role of Conscience"

How can we properly form our 
conscience?  (it is our 
responsibility
 to form a good one)

Complete WBK, pg. 96, review 
Blue Q's for Quiz tomorrow




